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DataStage TX:“Nuts and Bolts” Data
Transformation for zSeries Applications

B y  M a r y  E . S h a c k l e t t

THE EFFECTIVE INTEGRATION AND LEVERAGING OF ZSERIES-BASED DATA

throughout the enterprise continues to be a top IT priority. Supporting
this effort, IBM and third party vendors have delivered numerous mid-
dleware products intended to ease the zSeries support load for techni-
cal support. These products also provide application developers with
“mainframe-transparent” data access and transformation that reduce
the need to hand-code access, validation and transformation routines
for data that might be coming from IMS, IDMS, DB2 or other sources.

Enterprise understanding of these solutions and how they can be
productively plugged into application development and the leveraging
of data are as well understood today as they ever were. Enterprises
have adopted application creation and renovation techniques that limit
the mainframe knowledge application developers need to have with
the use of these connector tools. These tools have also eased support
loads for zSeries DBAs, system programmers and technicians. But is
it enough?

THE UNIQUE CHALLENGES OF LEGACY DATA

First appearing in the commercial enterprise market in 1994,
DataStage is now in its eighteenth release. It continues to be a “con-
nector within a connector” when it comes to industrial-tough data
transformation and validation. For enterprises, challenges are occurring
on two fronts. Content of data needs to be broken down in order to
accurately reflect the original business rules that were built around the
data. At the same time, equal weight must be given to the business con-
text in which the data operates. Without a clear transformation of both,
enterprise legacy data quickly loses its value.

“We understand the unique challenges that legacy data presents, and
the vast data repositories on enterprise zSeries mainframes around the
world that these enterprises want to continue to tap,” said Jonathan
Arneault, IBM Director of Product Marketing.

“DataStage TX fits nicely into this problem set, because it is a
tool that is specifically intended for the transactional handling of
complex data.”

DataStage TX focuses on access to data and information on demand
from any system, including the zSeries. To access information, IBM and
a number of its business partners have developed adaptor/connector
software that does a lot of the heavy lifting involved with data access—
but there are still fine levels of data that are difficult to tap. “This is
the richness of DataStage TX,” said Jonathan Arneault. “It is able to
speak to virtually any data form, whether the data is structured, semi-
structured or complex. DataStage TX is a portable transactional tool

that can be utilized as an embedded
transformer with most middlewares
that access the zSeries and other
computing platforms.”

DataStage TX’s strength rests in the
fact that it works with native data
structures in IMS, IDMS, CICS, and
other zSeries softwares. Used by most
sites as a “backend” data processor,

DataStage TX is able to transform data based on both content and con-
text, and its integration services serve as the “glue” in the backend pro-
cessing of data. Today, DataStage TX is used in the majority of stock
trading systems, 20% of the financial services industry, and a majority
of high-transaction processing environments.

ADDRESSING THE FINE LEVELS OF DATA
TRANSFORMATION

“DataStage TX addresses the hard, ugly challenges of information inte-
gration by eliminating the need to write code to facilitate this integration,”
said Jonathan Arneault. “Without a tool like DataStage TX, you’re forced
to go to a certain data format and to write code to transform it. In the
process of doing this, you risk losing functionality that might be depend-
ent on context as well as content. Because DataStage TX is codeless and
can be employed via a graphical interface, you can perform a transaction
of EBCDIC to ASCII data very rapidly through a drag and drop operation.
This can alleviate the need for a DBA. It also allows a business analyst or
an application developer to be the driver of the process.”

One example is a shop that has a large quality of COBOL code run-
ning against IMS. If the shop wants to transform the COBOL code to
run against a DB2 database, the process of transforming COBOL-IMS
to COBOL-DB2 can be done automatically with DataStage TX since
the DataStage product can speak to both databases in native mode.
“DataStage TX is a very fast-growing product,” said Arneault, “Many
enterprises have recognized that they’re having to write too much code,
and this is a way to eliminate it.”
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First appearing in the commercial enterprise market in
1994, DataStage is now in its eighteenth release. It continues

to be a “connector within a connector” when it comes to
industrial-tough data transformation and validation.
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In the development environment, many shops employ Message
Broker or Websphere MQ for data and message management.
“DataStage TX has native support for both, and is actually a client of
the queue or server that can be invoked by Message Broker or
Websphere MQ to do a specific data transformation,” said Arneault.

WHERE DATASTAGE TX FITS IN THE DATA
TRANSFORMATION WORKFLOW

The role of DataStage TX differs depending on whether a site is
employing Message Broker or Websphere MQ. With Websphere MQ,
DataStage TX reads and writes difficult-to-transform data from mes-
sage queues. With Message Broker, DataStage TX is used as a node in
the Message Broker workflow.

While Message Broker provides a number of inherent capabilities
for data transformation, including a graphical mapping tool and support
for XSLT, this ability to use DataStage TX as a node in a message flow
further extends both the functional capability of the product and also
the ease-of-use for data transformation and validation.

“DataStage TX is a well-liked and popular product,” noted IBM-
UK’s Peter Lambros. “It specifically enhances Message Broker in
three areas. First, DataStage TX provides support for message for-
mats that are not naturally supported by Message Broker. Message
Broker natively supports many standard data formats such C or
COBOL record structures in COBOL, XML, SAP IDOCs, SWIFT or
EDI, as well as providing support for an enterprise’s internal data
formats. DataStage TX can be used to extend
these core capabilities with more extensive
support for the industry standards (such as
EDI) and also with improved support for the
more difficult or complex data formats that
are sometimes encountered in the internal
legacy development and data structures within
an enterprise. Next, DataStage TX can handle
very large messages and even entire documents. In this mode of
operation it can complement the standard Message Broker functions,
which may be used to focus on handling the flow and control of the
data. Finally, data validation maps can be implemented with
DataStage TX. These maps execute against a piece of data and are
able to run a variety of validation rules. By using DataStage TX with
Message Broker, sites can perform complex data validation without
the need for Java or SQL coding.”

Peter Lambros also indicated that DataStage TX does not experience
performance limitations when it is employed in the Message Broker
environment. “Typically, Message Broker is initiated by an event that
arrives—and the data associated with that event can be passed directly
to the DataStage TX engine, executing in the same process, with min-
imal overhead” said Lambros.

FUTURE DATASTAGE TX ENHANCEMENTS

IBM sees DataStage TX as a key participant in the data transforma-
tion process that must go on between the zSeries and other platforms in
today’s application development environment.

“In 2006, we anticipate further expansion of DataStage TX that
will allow it to speak to all data types using IBM Eclipse. We will
also be broadening international support, by delivering product
versions in languages like Chinese and Russian Cyrillic,” said

Jonathan Arneault. “We will be extending DataStage TX to work
with other Websphere platforms besides Message Broker and
Websphere MQ, at the same time that we continue to increase its
data transformation functionality.”

Peter Lambros added that the aim was also to improve the man-
agement aspects of DataStage TX, when working with Message
Broker. “Today, once you have created and compiled a map, you
have to manually move it from the test to the production environ-
ment,” said Lambros. “Message Broker has an integrated packag-
ing and deployment model that we would like to extend to
automatically move DataStage TX maps from test to production in
the future.”

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Enterprises will continue to focus on data integration and on the
leveraging of legacy data as key IT and business initiatives. While com-
mercially available connector and adapter packages have simplified
access to zSeries data for application development and renovation,
there are still significant pockets of custom code in most enterprises
that defy simple transformation. DataStage TX drills down to these
critical levels of transformation, and continues to expand its presence
in IT application development. It can capably cross-connect zSeries
data repositories with other computing platforms and resources, and
with IBM technologies and application development platforms like
Websphere MQ and Message Broker.

For technical support, the following steps are important to foster
optimization of tools like DataStage TX:

▼ Develop a thorough understanding of the types of zSeries data
that must be accessed and transformed, and how the access and
transformation architecture can best be constructed using
DataStage TX and other commercial middleware packages.

▼ Propose a data access and transformation architecture that can
both support and grow with IT directions in technical support
and applications development.

▼ Anticipate where and when a DBA will continue to be needed.
▼ Co-plan implementations with both the networking/operations

and the applications groups.
▼ Provide technical analysis and consultation on best-of-breed

utilization of DataStage TX in MQ and Message Broker
environments. DataStage TX reads, writes and transforms
difficult data from message queues in MQ. With Message
Broker, DataStage TX is used as a workflow node.  
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IBM sees DataStage TX as a key participant in the
data transformation process that must go on between
the zSeries and other platforms in today’s application

development environment.


